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Top Class - Comprehension
From the author of Reading Explorers comes Top Class, 
a new series designed to help readers secure Greater 
Depth.

Top Class Compehension focuses on the development 
of higher order reading skills, with particular emphasis 
being placed upon inference.

Each book contains 42 lessons and uses a range of texts 
to promote wider reading. 

Key areas of reading comprehension considered 
throughout the series include:

n Deductive & Inferential Reasoning

n Vocabulary & Authorial Intent

n Evaluative judgements of the text as a whole.

SAVE £11.20 FOR ANY FULL SET OF 4  
PAY ONLY £100.80 (USE CODE TCC2)

54 

TOP CLASS - Comprehension - Year 5

The Sword in the Stone

Think about...

Who was king Arthur?

What do you already know about him?

How did he become king? 

It begins with him pulling a sword from a stone.

Why might he be able to do this when all others fail? 

Deductive & Inferential

How quiet is this scene? 

It is night and even the church sleeps. Arthur is in a wood 

far from any town or village. Only the boy’s footstep and 

the occasional cry from the wood will be heard.

Why is the word ‘pinballing’ used? 

Pinball is a game where a small ball bounces from one 

obstacle to another. It could be considered an anachronism 

due to this game being invented long after the Arthurian 

legend. However, this clever word play creates a strong 

image of a little boy lost bouncing between trees that 

tower above him. He is hopelessly lost and at the mercy of 

the old wood. Remember, the trees release him, he does 

not escape being lost on his own.

Why does Arthur’s heart sink when he sees the sleeping 

church? 

The fact that the church is asleep means it is locked and 

nobody is around to help him. It may suggest that he feels 

even God is too busy to help him, his heart sinking because 

he feels it is unlikely that his mission to � nd a sword for Kay 

will be a success. 

Why do you think Arthur places both hands upon the 

sword’s hilt? 

He is young and knows the sword will be heavy and 

di�  cult to pull from the stone. He will need to use all his 

strength and both his hands if he is to have any chance of 

releasing the sword.

Why do you think the words ‘For my brother’ are 

whispered? 

He does not yet realise that the sword will only be released 

when it is not desired for sel� sh reasons. His whisper is a 

manifestation of what he feels in his heart and re� ects that 

this act is born out of love for his brother.

Authorial

Why is the top line written in bold? 

The style of prose di� ers from the main narrative, it being 

written in bold accentuating the fact that it is separate 

from the story itself. Perhaps these are the words written 

upon the stone that holds the sword within its grasp until 

it � nds the rightful King of England. 

Why do you think this scene is set at night? 

It helps create a magical atmosphere and emphasises the 

fact that Arthur is lost and alone. Prophecy and destiny 

are uniting, the moon and the trees guiding him towards 

the sword in the stone in the knowledge that he is pure of 

heart and noble in deed.

Why does the writer use an ellipsis? 

Whether we know the ending to this legend or not, by 

the time we arrive at the � nal part of the last sentence, we 

realise who the boy is. In this sense, the rolling ellipsis acts 

much like a drum roll to announce the news that England’s 

new king has just been anointed.

Evaluative

Why was Arthur able to pull the sword from the stone 

when all others had failed? 

He is pure of heart and noble in deed, qualities that 

will enable a righteous king to serve his people well. 

Remember, he did not want the sword for himself but for 

his brother, a sel� ess act borne out of genuine love and 

service to him.

Who pulls out the sword from the stone? 

A boy named Arthur – the future king of England.

Who did he pull out the sword for?

Kay – his brother, who needed a sword to be able to 

compete in a tournament. Literal: Retrieval of Speci� c Information

The original extract can be found in the Top Class series; 

Top Class Vocabulary – Year 5, pages 36-39. 

Unit focus: Homonyms 
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Who was king Arthur?

What do you already know about him?

How did he become king? 

It begins with him pulling a sword from a stone.

Why might he be able to do this when all others fail? 

It is night and even the church sleeps. Arthur is in a wood 

far from any town or village. Only the boy’s footstep and 

Pinball is a game where a small ball bounces from one 

obstacle to another. It could be considered an anachronism 

due to this game being invented long after the Arthurian 

legend. However, this clever word play creates a strong 

image of a little boy lost bouncing between trees that 

tower above him. He is hopelessly lost and at the mercy of 

the old wood. Remember, the trees release him, he does 

Why does Arthur’s heart sink when he sees the sleeping 

The fact that the church is asleep means it is locked and 

nobody is around to help him. It may suggest that he feels 

even God is too busy to help him, his heart sinking because 

he feels it is unlikely that his mission to � nd a sword for Kay 

Why do you think Arthur places both hands upon the 

He is young and knows the sword will be heavy and 

di�  cult to pull from the stone. He will need to use all his 

strength and both his hands if he is to have any chance of 

Why do you think the words ‘For my brother’ are 

He does not yet realise that the sword will only be released 

when it is not desired for sel� sh reasons. His whisper is a 

manifestation of what he feels in his heart and re� ects that 

this act is born out of love for his brother.

Authorial

Why is the top line written in bold? 

The style of prose di� ers from the main narrative, it being 

written in bold accentuating the fact that it is separate 

from the story itself. Perhaps these are the words written 

upon the stone that holds the sword within its grasp until 

it � nds the rightful King of England. 

Why do you think this scene is set at night? 

Who did he pull out the sword for?

Kay – his brother, who needed a sword to be able to 

compete in a tournament. Literal: Retrieval of Speci� c Information

It begins with him pulling a sword from a stone.

Why might he be able to do this when all others fail? 

Why does Arthur’s heart sink when he sees the sleeping 

nobody is around to help him. It may suggest that he feels 

even God is too busy to help him, his heart sinking because 

he feels it is unlikely that his mission to � nd a sword for Kay 

Why do you think Arthur places both hands upon the 

He is young and knows the sword will be heavy and 

di�  cult to pull from the stone. He will need to use all his 

strength and both his hands if he is to have any chance of 

Why do you think the words ‘For my brother’ are 

He does not yet realise that the sword will only be released 

when it is not desired for sel� sh reasons. His whisper is a 

manifestation of what he feels in his heart and re� ects that 

Authorial

Why is the top line written in bold? 

The style of prose di� ers from the main narrative, it being 

written in bold accentuating the fact that it is separate 

from the story itself. Perhaps these are the words written 

upon the stone that holds the sword within its grasp until 

it � nds the rightful King of England. 

Why do you think this scene is set at night? 

Who did he pull out the sword for?

Kay – his brother, who needed a sword to be able to 

compete in a tournament. Literal: Retrieval of Speci� c Information

TOP CLASS - Comprehension 
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Read this Arthurian legend and answer the questions below.

Why was Arthur able to pull the sword from the stone when all others had failed? 

D

Why is the top line 
written in bold?

Why do you think 
he whispers 
‘For my brother‛? 

Why does he place 
two hands on the 
sword‛s hilt? 

How quiet is 
this scene? 

Which word tells us Arthur is lost in the old wood? 

Why does Arthur‛s 
heart sink? How does Arthur 

spot the sword? 

How dark is 
this scene? 

Why does Arthur‛s 
heart rejoice? 

Whoso pullet out this sword from this stone is rightfully King of England born.
The moon gazed upon the boy pinballing his way through the old wood.
‘How can I � nd a sword for Kay when I can’t even � nd my own way back home?’ 

he huffed.
Suddenly, the trees released him and he stepped into the clearing. A sleeping church 

loomed above him. The boy’s heart sank.Just then, a glint of moonlight caught his eye. Could this really be? A sword set within a stone? If he could only set it free, then Kay 

would be able to compete in the tournament after all!He laid his hands upon the hilt and closed his eyes...‘For my brother,’ he whispered. The sword shone as it was released from its stony internment and was 
held aloft. 

The boy scuttled down the path, his heart rejoicing in the belief that his 
quest was now over.

Little did he know that this was only a beginning. The prophecy 
had come true; England had just witnessed the anointing 

of its new king… a boy called Arthur: pure of heart and 
noble in deed.
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Year 4               £28.00 
ISBN: 978-1-909860-37-7

Year 5                £28.00 
ISBN: 978-1-909860-38-4

Year 3                £28.00
ISBN: 978-1-909860-36-0 

Year 6               £28.00
ISBN: 978-1-909860-39-1

Whoso pullet out this sword from this stone is rightfully King of England born.
The moon gazed upon the boy pinballing his way through the old wood.
‘How can I � nd a sword for Kay when I can’t even � nd my own way back home?’ Suddenly, the trees released him and he stepped into the clearing. A sleeping church 

ComprehensionComprehension
Whoso pullet out this sword from this stone is rightfully King of England born.

The moon gazed upon the boy pinballing his way through the old wood.
‘How can I � nd a sword for Kay when I can’t even � nd my own way back home?’ Suddenly, the trees released him and he stepped into the clearing. A sleeping church 
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Top Class Vocabulary encourages learners to discover 
and explore new language in a variety of contexts.

It provides teachers with a range of effective strategies and 
activities to:

n Teach vocabulary explicitly and examine more 
closely how written and spoken language works.

n Improve a learner’s knowledge of words: what they 
mean, where they come from and the power they 
possess.

Each book includes: 

n Guided, independent and extension lessons

n CD with differentiated activities.

Year 4               £26.00 

ISBN: 978-1-909860-14-8

Year 5                £26.00 

ISBN: 978-1-909860-15-5

Year 3                £26.00
ISBN: 978-1-909860-13-1 

Year 6               £26.00

ISBN: 978-1-909860-16-2

SAVE £10.40 FOR ANY FULL SET OF 4  
PAY ONLY £93.60 (USE CODE TCV2)

Help your learners to become  
lovers of language!

10 
Top Class - Vocabulary - Year 3

Abracadabra!

Homework

Read about superstitions. What happens if you…
 Break a mirror?
 Find a penny?
 Hang up a horseshoe?
 Carry a rabbit’s foot?

Word Meaning I

A wizard has cast a spell. This spell turns a word into a 
frog! Read each sentence. Use the clues to work out 
what each frog is meant to be. Draw and label your 

answer. Colour the clues that helped you green.

T p lass_ ca la _ 3_ .indd   10
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Vocabulary - Year 3

A wizard has cast a spell. This spell turns a word into a 
frog! Read each sentence. Use the clues to work out 
what each frog is meant to be. Draw and label your 

answer. Colour the clues that helped you green.

Top Class - Vocabulary - Year 3 

11

Name:
Date:

Underline the root in the following word.

cloaked

Who might wear one of these?

 

Why do you think the author uses the phrase ‘cloaked in secrecy’?

 

 

 

Draw a ‘cobbled’ path. Is the word ‘gloom’ positive or negative?

What does this word suggest about the forest?
 

How strong was the smell of gingerbread?
Not strong                                                                 Very strong

Which word suggests this?

How did this smell travel through the air?

Slowly and gently 

Quickly with great force

Which word tells us this?

Which number is used in the text that is often seen as unlucky and suggests something bad will happen next?

Which of these two words means ‘to look for a long time with eyes wide open, especially when surprised or when thinking’? 

How is the other di� erent?  

Vocabulary
Revisit the text on page 9. Answer each question below.Highlight the words you explore in the text itself.Think of ways in which you can learn each one.Can you act it out or draw it?Does it remind you of a word you already know? Why?How will you use your new words in the future?

1            2            3            4            5 

+ -

To peer  To stare  

T p lass_ ca la _ 3_ .indd   11
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Designed to develop speci�c aspects of punctuation and 
grammar within a range of purposeful contexts using a 
reading into writing approach.

Each series will:

n Increase a learner’s knowledge and understanding of 
the written word.

n Encourage learners to apply what they have learnt in a 
meaningful context.

Each book contains:

n Guided, independent and 
extension lessons

n CD with differentiated 

activities.

Top Class - Punctuation & 
Grammar

SAVE £10.40 FOR ANY FULL SET OF 4  
PAY ONLY £93.60 (USE CODE TCP2 OR TCG2)

Year 4               £26.00 
ISBN: 978-1-909860-18-6

Year 5                £26.00 
ISBN: 978-1-909860-19-3

Year 3                £26.00
ISBN: 978-1-909860-17-9 

Year 6               £26.00
ISBN: 978-1-909860-20-9

Year 5                £26.00 Year 5                £26.00 

Year 6               £26.00Year 6               £26.00Year 6               £26.00

Top Class 
Grammar 

Year 3                £26.00
ISBN: 978-1-909860-09-4 

Year 4               £26.00 
ISBN: 978-1-909860-10-0 

Year 5                £26.00 
ISBN: 978-1-909860-11-7 

Year 6               £26.00
ISBN: 978-1-909860-12-4

Top Class helps your children 
to become champions of

Grammar!
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Grammar Springboards

This series of three books and CDs provides teachers 
with the necessary tools to teach grammar with 
con�dence and improve children’s competence in 
vocabulary, grammar and punctuation.

It makes planning easy, fun and time-saving and covers 
the following areas:

Nouns; Pronouns; Verbs; Adjectives; Sentences;  
Punctuation. 

The books include:

n Detailed grammar information

n Fully planned lessons 

n Differentiated activities.

The CDs include:

n Levelled ‘Periodic Assessment Tests 

n Two levelled ‘Transitional Assessment Tests’

n Teaching resources,  
games and posters.

Years 3-4         £28.00
ISBN: 978-1-909860-22-3

Years 5-6         £28.00
ISBN: 978-1-909860-23-0

Years 1-2         £28.00
ISBN: 978-1-909860-21-6

Grammar Springboards Years 5/6 

31

Chapter 1d, Noun Phrases, Activity 2

Spooky noun phrases

Name: __________________________________________________________________________________________

A noun phrase is a group of words used to describe the main noun more clearly. 

A noun phrase is usually made up of determiner words, the main  

noun and modifier words.

Underline the noun phrases in these sentences.

Kelly opened the creaky, old door and stepped inside.

She slowly walked up the crumbling, spiral staircase.

Choose determiners, a main noun and modifiers from the lists below to create  

four spooky noun phrases.

Determiners
Main nouns

Modifiers  

(adjectives, secondary nouns, 

prepositions, adverbs)

a, an, the, some, any, my, 

this, that, these, those, 

your, whose, his, her, our, 

a few, many, which, where, 

how, what, one, two, 

three, ten, their, they

cave, house, attic, ghost,  

gremlin, poltergeist, vampire, 

werewolf, zombie, apparition, 

staircase, cellar, bats, mice,  

chain, cobwebs, sword, 

passageway, clock, armour

secret, bleak, creepy, crumbling, 

derelict, deserted, damp, moonlit, 

headless, mysterious, slimy,  

shadowy, in, out, above, on,  

under, behind, in front,  

grandfather, stone, suit

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Use two of your noun phrases to create two sentences for a ghost story.

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Teaching resources, 
games and posters.

Chapter 1d, Noun Phrases, Activity 2

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

A noun phrase is a group of words used to describe the main noun more clearly. 

A noun phrase is usually made up of determiner words, the main 

Choose determiners, a main noun and modifiers from the lists below to create 

Modifiers 

(adjectives, secondary nouns, 

prepositions, adverbs)

secret, bleak, creepy, crumbling, 

derelict, deserted, damp, moonlit, 

headless, mysterious, slimy, 

shadowy, in, out, above, on, 

under, behind, in front, 

grandfather, stone, suit

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Use two of your noun phrases to create two sentences for a ghost story.

________________________________________________________________________________ 

(adjectives, secondary nouns, 

prepositions, adverbs)

secret, bleak, creepy, crumbling, 

derelict, deserted, damp, moonlit, 

headless, mysterious, slimy, 

shadowy, in, out, above, on, 

under, behind, in front, 

grandfather, stone, suit

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Grammar Springboards Years 5/6

Activities 
Group 1 (Year 5)•	Explain to the children how some suffixes can tell us what 

people do for a living: writer, actor, artist.•	Put the children in pairs and give each pair a set of  ‘Who 

am I?’ root words and highlight how most of  the root 
words are verbs: write.

•	Working in their pairs, the children match the root 
words to the right suffixes to create six work titles. 
Discuss the suffixes used and the spelling patterns. •	Working in their pairs, ask them to write down as many 

job and interest titles as they can that end in the given 
suffixes: gymnast, knitter, presenter. 

•	Once they have completed the activity, encourage the 

children to share and discuss their results with another 

pair or the group.  Ask the children what the original 
root word is and the suffix used to change it. •	 If  time, let the children individually create a small advert 

with a picture for one of  the job titles.Group 2 (Year 5/6)•	Give out the activity sheet 2, ‘Nouns with suffixes’ to 
each child.

•	Make sure that they have easy access to dictionaries as 

research tools.

•	Working individually, the children complete a table 
by changing a list of  nouns into different nouns using 
suffixes.

•	They then write two sentences with two nouns that have 

the same root word.
•	 Finally with a partner they use a dictionary to write out 

the definitions of  a list of  nouns ending with suffixes.•	With the children discuss how the spellings change from 

the root words to the nouns with suffixes. Discuss and 

look at example of  how suffixes can change the meaning 

of  a word.

Group 3 (Year 6)•	Give out the activity sheet 3, ‘Noun suffix families’ to 
each child.

•	Working individually, the children complete a table by 
changing a verb into two nouns with different suffix 
endings.

•	They then use a dictionary to write each noun’s 
definition.

•	 Finally they write three sentences that have to include 
three nouns ending in a suffix. 

•	With the children, discuss how the spellings change from 

the root words to the nouns with suffixes. Discuss and 

look at examples of  how suffixes can change the meaning 

of  a word.

Plenary
Before the end of  the lesson, bring all the groups together. 

Ask the children to give you a few examples of  root words 

that can be turned into nouns using suffixes. Record them 

on the board, e.g. divide-division, paint-painter. If  time, 

have a short game using the ‘Root word cards’. Pick a root 

word. Write it on the board and call it out. The children 

have to come up with a noun with a suffix as soon as 
possible. Who is the quickest?
Support Suffix maths. Focus on one or two simple noun-forming 

suffixes such as ‘-er’, ‘-hood’, ‘-ian’. Create cards for the 

root words and a matching suffix card. Mix the cards out 

on the table and get the child to find the right ending. On 

a blank card get them to write or help write the new noun 

word. e.g. music – ian = musician.ExtensionEncourage the children to scan through a book, newspaper 

or guide book, and record how many words they can find 

ending in one of  the noun suffixes. Challenge them to see 

how many other noun suffixes they can find. Are there any 

differences in fiction vs. non-fiction texts?

a a  Sp ing a ds k 3_ S .indd   34
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With Grammar Springboards teaching 
grammar will no longer be a grind!

SAVE £8.40 
WHEN YOU BUY 

THE FULL SET 
PAY ONLY £75.60  

(USE CODE GRA3)
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This brilliant series provides teachers with a wide variety 
of genres, both �ction and non-�ction, which will allow 
children to access, interpret and understand what they 
are reading. 

n Reading Explorers increases the child’s knowledge 
and understanding of why certain words are chosen 
by an author. 

n It gives the reader the chance to speculate on the tone 
and purpose of the texts, as well as to consider both 
the texts’ themes and audience.

There are 36 lessons in each book, one containing a text 
from a signi�cant author.

Each lesson provides a text differentiated at three levels 
of ability.

The �ve key reading skills covered in the books are:

Reading Explorers 

SAVE £16.00 WHEN YOU BUY THE FULL SET  
PAY ONLY £144.00 (USE CODE EXP6)

n Literal thinking

n Deductive reasoning

n Inferential skills

n Evaluative assessment

n Study skills.

Year 3               £32.00
ISBN: 978-1-90223-925-5

Year 4               £32.00
ISBN: 978-1-90223-926-2

Year 2               £32.00
ISBN: 978-1-90539-058-8

Year 5               £32.00
ISBN: 978-1-90539-060-1

Year 6               £32.00
ISBN: 978-1-90539-061-8
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The Classics
Created to develop speci�c reading and research skills, 
The Classics provides teachers with original narratives, 
including poetry, from signi�cant authors, together with 
detailed lesson plans and extension activities.

Using a skills-based approach, the series enables 
children to become more independent thinkers and 
learners.

The �ve skills contained in the books are:

n Literal thinking

n Deductive reasoning

n Inferential skills

n Evaluative assessment

n Research skills, which promote wider independent study.

Includes differentiated biographies of 
signi�cant authors on CD.

Year 4                £28.99
ISBN: 978-1-90751-547-7

Year 5                £28.99
ISBN: 978-1-90751-548-4

Year 3               £28.99
ISBN: 978-1-90751-546-0

Year 6                £28.99
ISBN: 978-1-90751-549-1

SAVE £11.59  
WHEN YOU BUY THE FULL SET  
PAY ONLY £104.36 (USE CODE CLAS5)
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Year 3               £24.99
ISBN: 978-1-90751-551-4

Year 4               £24.99
ISBN: 978-1-90751-552-1

Year 2               £24.99
ISBN: 978-1-90751-550-7

Year 3               £24.99Year 3               £24.99

Year 5               £24.99
ISBN: 978-1-90751-553-8

Year 6               £24.99
ISBN: 978-1-90751-554-5
Year 6               £24.99Year 6               £24.99Year 6               £24.99

Reading Explorers Aloud!

This exciting series aims to improve children’s  
pre-reading skills by supporting them as they take an 
active role in their own reading development. 

It provides teachers with up to 28 lessons and worksheets 
accompanied by a CD which contains original audio 
tracks for a more authentic listening experience.

Each book includes texts in a variety of genres covering 
the three main aspects of literacy:

n Narrative 

n Non-Fiction 

n Poetry.

The key pre-reading skills developed in this programme are:

n Listening for gist

n Listening for speci�c information

n Listening to evaluate

n Learning key vocabulary.

SAVE £12.50 WHEN YOU BUY THE FULL SET  
PAY ONLY £112.45 (USE CODE ALD5)
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Comprehension is a series of books aimed at developing 
key inferential skills across Key Stages 1 and 2.

It requires children not only to interpret what they read 
but to use the information they have gathered in a 
constructive way, by applying it to, for example, graphs, 
maps, diagrams, pictures and tables.

The series includes:

n Fiction and non-�ction texts

n KS1 worksheets presented at three levels of ability

n Cross-curricular activities taking in aspects of science, 
history and geography.

Book 2 – Year 4 £24.00 
ISBN: 978-1-90430-721-1

Book 3 – Year 5 £24.00 
ISBN: 978-1-90430-722-8

Book 1 – Year 3 £24.00
ISBN: 978-1-90430-720-4

Book 4 – Year 6 £24.00
ISBN: 978-1-90430-723-5

Also available: 

Ages 5-6             £24.00

ISBN: 978-1-90539-000-7

Ages 6-7             £24.00

ISBN: 978-1-90539-001-4

SAVE £14.40 WHEN YOU BUY THE FULL SET 
PAY ONLY £129.60  

(USE CODE COM6)

Encourage children to ‘read between 
the lines’.
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Story-writing Scaffolds

This programme teaches children how to plan and 
write stories in a variety of different genres, while also 
incorporating speci�c grammar, vocabulary and writing 
features.

n Differentiated at three levels

n A whole year’s programme of work.

The Teachers’ Guide includes:

n Background information on each genre

n Annotated stories to show the grammar, punctuation 
and writing techniques used.

The Resource Book includes:

n Illustrated exemplar stories

n Activity sheets on grammar 
and punctuation

n Differentiated story 
scaffolds.

Includes speaking and 
listening activities.

Also available: 
Story-writing  

Resource Book
Year 3                 £27.99
ISBN: 978-1-90430-727-3

Year 4                 £27.99 
ISBN: 978-1-90430-725-9

Year 5                 £27.99 
ISBN: 978-1-90430-740-2

Year 6                 £27.99
ISBN: 978-1-90223-983-5
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Wrong Place, Right Time

Chris heard the end-of-break bell ring clearly but booted the
soccer ball regardless. It was a lousy kick and the ball veered
wildly off to the side and smashed through the boiler-shed
window. He looked around in horror but no one else seemed to
have noticed; the other children were already lined up patiently
waiting to return to class. He wanted to get his ball back; it was
brand new and there was no way that he was going to leave it
in that grubby old shed. He grabbed his protesting friend
George and roughly pulled him behind the wall.

‘The shed’s out of bounds!’ gasped George. ‘We’ll get into heaps
of trouble if the caretaker sees us. Plus we’re late for class.’

‘I don’t care! I want my ball back. You keep watch and warn me if anyone is coming,’ hissed
Chris.

The shed was bolted but not locked. Chris doggedly dragged back the squeaky catch and
heaved on the old warped door. George watched him
disappear suddenly into the gloom and decided to follow
him. 

Inside there were sacks full of coal and dust floated hazily
in the air. As his eyes became accustomed to the dark,
George could see Chris carefully kicking aside shards of
glass, gingerly retrieving his soccer ball.

‘Drat! I’ve cut myself on some glass,’ said Chris, sucking
noisily at the wound on his palm. ‘Why do little cuts
always bleed so much?’

‘Shh! Did you hear that?’ whispered George.

Chris nodded. There was a faint cry coming from the back of the shed. Lessons forgotten, both
boys peered cautiously over the musty old sacks. A mother
cat lay on her side, protecting three scrawny kittens. She was
so skinny that the boys could see her ribs and she just stared
at them with dull eyes, not even bothering to move. The
kittens were obviously very weak too and lay without
making any noise.

‘Poor thing,’said Chris. ‘I guess she was shut in by accident.
She must be absolutely starving.’

Unit 2
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‘What shall we do?’ asked George. ‘She doesn’t look strong
enough for us to move her.’

‘First we have to get her some food and water. If she is OK
then she will look after her kittens herself. Then we need
to…OH BOTHER! Someone is calling us. We have to go
back to class. We can pull the door to and duck around
quickly to the boys’ toilets. You can say that you were
helping me to clean up this cut on my hand! Come on!’

Their teacher was not very impressed with their excuse and
wanted to know why they were both covered in black dust.
The two boys hardly noticed what was said because they

were too busy thinking about the hungry cat and her kittens. When the lunch bell rang Chris
surreptitiously joined the line for school dinners.  

‘What are you doing? You have sandwiches!’ exclaimed George.

‘Oh, they always have a couple of spare meals, so nobody will notice,’ explained Chris. ‘Plus it’s
fish and chips today so the cat should be really happy! I’ll pay for it tomorrow out of my pocket
money. You just go and get a bowl of water and meet me round by the shed. Make sure that no
one sees you or we’ll be in even more of a fix!’

Ten minutes later, both boys were crouched down behind the sacks watching the cat.  She had
lapped up most of the water and was now ravenously devouring the fish. She started to nuzzle
her kittens but they were hardly responding.

‘What should we do next?’ asked George.

‘YOU CAN JOLLY WELL COME OUT OF MY SHED!’
shouted the irate caretaker who was scowling at them
from the doorway. ‘YOU KNOW THIS AREA IS OUT
OF BOUNDS FOR PUPILS. YOU ARE GOING
STRAIGHT TO THE HEADTEACHER.’

‘But…there’s this cat and…’

‘NO EXCUSES!’

The boys had no option but to leave the cat and her
kittens and follow the fuming caretaker.

The headteacher listened carefully to the caretaker and then asked the boys for their
explanation. When at last they fell silent, the headteacher said, ‘My, my, you have been busy!’
So, let me review the situation…’

The boys glanced nervously at each other. They were so concerned about their new feline friend
that they were not really worried about themselves.
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Year 4 (TG)      £21.00
ISBN: 978-1-90430-724-2

Year 5 (TG)      £21.00
ISBN: 978-1-90430-739-6

Year 3 (TG)       £21.00
ISBN: 978-1-90430-726-6

Year 6 (TG)      £21.00
ISBN: 978-1-90223-984-2
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Developed to teach children 
writing skills in a variety 
of non-�ction genres, the 
differentiated writing scaffolds 
provide guidance and ideas 
for planning and writing. 

Many texts are cross-
curricular, thus developing 
these writing skills will bene�t 
other subject areas.

Each unit includes information and activities designed to 
enhance children's knowledge of grammar, punctuation 
and style.

Also available: 
Non-�ction writing 

Resource Book 
Year 3                 £27.99
ISBN: 978-1-90430-733-4

Year 4                 £27.99
ISBN: 978-1-90430-707-5

Year 5                 £27.99
ISBN: 978-1-90430-729-7

Year 6                 £27.99
ISBN: 978-1-90430-705-1

Year 4 (TG)      £21.00
ISBN: 978-1-90430-706-8 

Year 5 (TG)      £21.00
ISBN: 978-1-90430-728-0

Year 3 (TG)      £21.00
ISBN: 978-1-90430-732-7

Year 6 (TG)      £21.00
ISBN: 978-1-90430-704-4
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Pet Pygmy GoatsGeneral InformationPygmy goats originally came from parts of
Africa – in particular from Nigeria and
Cameroon. They are not completely white
like many goats that are kept to produce
milk. They can be brown, white with black
or brown markings or many shades of grey
and sometimes with a shade of blue. Some of
the best looking pygmy goats have anattractive combination of several of these

colours. 

These goats are very small: most are less than
60 centimetres from the ground to the top of
the back of the goat. Most have a barrel-
shaped body with a fat stomach and quite
short legs. They grow horns as they grow
older although sometimes the horns are
removed to make them safer as pets. A beard

usually grows under the chin. There are also
two small tassels called ‘toggles’ on the neck.
A short tail is usually held up, looking rather
like a flag! Females have udders that produce
milk for baby goats, which are called ‘kids’. Some pygmy goats were taken from Africa to

zoos in Britain, often to be kept in paddocks
where children can stroke them. Their kids
were often sold as pets. Pygmy goats make
great pets. In some ways, these small goats
are similar to dogs. Goats enjoy human
company, and will sit as close to a human as
possible. They are very playful, frequently
butting balls and running around. They also
like to butt each other playfully.

Unit 1

withers
muzzle

beard

tassels or
toggles

hoof

milk veins

udder

hock

tail

rump
hip bone

Parts of a pygmy goat
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Food 
Goats do not eat everything they can find! They may
sniff and nibble at things, like clothes, but they
certainly do not eat them! In fact pygmy goats can be
quite fussy; for example, if a piece of dirt such as mud
gets on their food, they will not eat it because it is
dirty!

Pet pygmy goats should be fed plenty of hay and a
special goat mix which can be bought from shops that
supply farmers. They also enjoy most vegetables that
are eaten by humans. It is best to give small amounts of

various types of leftover vegetables, such as carrots,
along with plenty of hay. Eating too much of one type
of food can cause bloat – a painfully swollen stomach.
The goats love to eat treats such as the occasional
biscuit but remember they are vegetarians! Their food can be put in a bowl of the type used for

feeding a large dog. It is best to put hay in a rack to keep it off the floor of the goat shed where

it could get dirty. It is important to provide a mineral lick, which is a brick-sized solid lump of

salt and other minerals, which the goats will enjoy licking. This helps to keeps them healthy.

Two or more water bowls (about the size of a washing up bowl) should be kept full and clean.

They should be checked at least once a day and more often in hot weather. Smaller water

containers are not a good idea because the goats will pick them up with their mouths, play with

them and butt them!
They can be fed the goat mix once a day or it can
be divided into two portions so they get it twice a
day. They will soon get used to being fed at a
particular time and will bleat if you are late!Goats will search for food to eat in their paddock,

such as grass and leaves from trees. They browse
rather than graze. This means they bite off the
best bits while walking around, rather than
steadily eating grass like grazing sheep. Pygmy
goats will eat garden flowers, particularly roses,
which can get them into trouble if they are not
kept away from them! It is important to read
about poisonous plants, perhaps in books in the
library, to make sure you can recognise them and
make sure goats do not eat them.
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SAVE £14.50 WHEN YOU BUY THE FULL SET 
PAY ONLY £130.45 (USE CODE ACT1)

Active Writers is a series designed to help children 
become more competent and con�dent writers.

It provides teachers with a wide range of texts in 
different genres, �ction, non-�ction and poetry. Each 
book in the series includes 12 fully planned lessons, 
accompanied by exemplar texts, many of which are from 
signi�cant authors.

Active Writers uses a structured approach to help 
learners during the writing process, prompting them to:

n Review what they know about a text genre

n Learn about the writing devices used

n Practise the language skills needed

n Apply their learning in a writing task.

Following each lesson, 
learners are invited to 
produce a self-assessment 
and re�ect on their writing 
with their teacher.

Each book also features a 
CD containing differentiated 
writing frames, together 
with the texts and answers 
to the practice in writing 
skills sheets.

Active Writers

Following each lesson, 
learners are invited to 
produce a self-assessment 
and re�ect on their writing 
with their teacher.

Each book also features a 
CD containing 

Year 3               £28.99 
ISBN: 978-1-907515-68-2

Year 4               £28.99
ISBN: 978-1-907515-69-9

Year 2               £28.99
ISBN: 978-1-907515-72-9

Year 5                £28.99
ISBN: 978-1-907515-70-5

Year 6               £28.99
ISBN: 978-1-907515-71-2
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Help children become more  
con�dent writers!
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A series for KS2 children designed to develop writing 
skills using a multi-sensory approach to learning.

There are 12 lessons in each book, a questionnaire 
is provided at the beginning of each lesson to help 
recognise children's preferred learning style, visual, 
auditory or kinaesthetic.

Each lesson includes a spectrum of fun and stimulating 
activities suitable for every kind of learner, together with  
an exemplar text in different genres.

Key features of each book include:

n A learning style questionnaire

n Fiction and non-�ction texts.

Everyone a Writer 

SAVE £9.99 WHEN YOU BUY THE FULL SET 
PAY ONLY £89.97 (USE CODE EOW4)

Includes CD with worksheets  
and checklists.

Year 4                £24.99
ISBN: 978-1-907515-65-1

Year 5                £24.99
ISBN: 978-1-907515-66-8

Year 3               £24.99
ISBN: 978-1-907515-64-4

Year 6                £24.99
ISBN: 978-1-907515-67-5
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Curriculum Focus 

A popular series that will inspire 
teachers, especially the non-specialists, 
to teach history and geography with 
con�dence. 

Each book contains:

n Detailed lesson plans 

n Comprehensive background 
information 

n Further resources for extension. 

The books include information  
and resources on the following 
topics:

Famous journeys KS1

n Roald Amundsen

n Amelia Earhart

n Neil Armstrong

n Ellen MacArthur
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Teach history and geography with con�dence.
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Islands and seasides KS1

n Maps   

n The island of Barra

n Work and land use

The local area KS1

n Where I live

n Getting to school

n Around our school

Famous events KS1

n The Great Fire of London

n The Olympic Games

n The Gunpowder Plot 

Famous people KS1

n Florence Nightingale

n Louis Braille

n Pocahontas

Toys KS1

n Old and new toys   

n A toy museum   

n Learning from pictures

The Victorians KS2

n Victoria and her children

n Rich and poor

n Transport

n Industrial Revolution

The Tudors KS2

n The Tudor family

n Henry VIII’s six wives

n The Tudor rich

The Invaders KS2

n Britons and Romans

n Boudicca

n The Anglo-Saxons.

Famous Journeys  £24.00
ISBN: 978-1-90539-082-3

Famous People £24.00
ISBN: 978-1-90430-731-0

Famous Events £24.00 
ISBN: 978-1-90430-730-3

The Invaders     £24.00
ISBN: 978-1-90430-755-6

The Tudors       £24.00
ISBN: 978-1-90430-754-9
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Also available: 
Curriculum Focus  

Key Stage 1

Islands & Seasides  £24.00

ISBN: 978-1-90430-751-8

The Local Area  £24.00

ISBN: 978-1-90430-750-1

Toys                 £24.00
ISBN: 978-1-90430-753-2

Curriculum Focus  

Key Stage 2

The Victorians  £24.00
ISBN: 978-1-90539-080-9

Includes suggestions to  
incorporate ICT. 
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Thinking Skills

Thinking Skills – A Teacher’s Guide 
A best seller in great demand with teachers who will need 
to incorporate thinking skills in their daily lessons. 

Thinking Skills – Geography and ESD 
This excellent book provides lesson plans on how to 
use the thinking skills outlined in the National Curriculum 
to address the geography objectives and sustainable 
development concepts.

Thinking Skills – PSHE and Citizenship 
Developed to support the PSHE & Citizenship Scheme of 
Work as well as to develop thinking skills, this innovative 
resource contains a variety of games and activities on 
many challenging topics, ranging from bullying and 
racism to road safety. 

Thinking Skills – Science 
For teachers who want to be able to incorporate thinking 
skills into their lessons but are unsure how to go about it. 
Each lesson contains a non-science introductory activity 
that explores the speci�c thinking skill that is to be 
developed in the science part of the lesson. 

Thinking Skills – Special Needs: ADHD 
Designed to stimulate and develop thinking skills in 
children who display characteristics associated with 
attention de�cit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and/
or communication 
dif�culties. 

Thinking Skills – ICT 
The ability to think 
effectively and to 
use ICT competently 
are two crucial 21st 
century skills. This 
book encourages 
learners to develop 
both of these skills 
simultaneously, 
with emphasis on 
enhancing creativity. 

Also available: 
Special Needs: ADHD  £24.00

ISBN: 978-1-907515-63-7

ICT                               £24.00

ISBN: 978-1-90539-066-3

Geography and ESD £24.00
ISBN: 978-1-90430-749-5

PSHE and Citizenship £24.00
ISBN: 978-1-90223-993-4

Teacher’s Guide £24.00
ISBN: 978-1-90223-992-7

Science            £24.00
ISBN: 978-1-90430-790-7
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Thinking Skills - Special Needs: ADHD and communication di�  culties

Sporting superstars 

Information-processing skills 

Locating and collecting 

information 

Other relevant thinking skills 

 y Enquiry skills: how to research

 y Evaluation skills: evaluating 

information

Key skills 

 y Communication

 y Information technology

 y Working with others

 y Problem solving

Subject links

 y English 

 y ICT

Aims 

 y To locate and collect relevant 

details needed to answer a 

number of questions/write a 

short report/compile a bullet 

pointed list. 

 y To evaluate whether the 

information collected has been 

useful in helping them to learn 

and to answer questions.

Resources

Posters, video clips, books, 

magazines, CDs and access to 

the Internet.

Assessment

 y Observe the way in which the 

children go about the task 

of locating and collecting 

information. Were they able to 

use a variety of resources? 

 y At the end of the lesson, go 

through the findings with the 

group to ascertain whether 

the information gathered 

was useful in answering the 

questions.

 y Which did they think were the 

most useful resources?

Introduction

Begin with a general discussion about sportsmen 

and women and encourage individuals to talk 

brie� y about any particular favourites. This task 

may be linked to a particular sporting event such 

as the Olympic or Commonwealth Games, 

the Wimbledon tennis championships, an 

international cricket or rugby series or a football 

world cup. 

If sports personalities or teams are not considered to be of 

su�  cient interest to members of the group, choose a topic 

which will appeal to them (see SEN Focus). 

What to do

Tell the children they are going to collect the information 

necessary to enable them to answer several questions, write 

a short report or compile a list of bullet points about a sports 

personality or team. They will be given support � rstly to decide 

what facts they need to locate and then to collect the information 

required. Depending on the abilities of the group members, this task can 

be undertaken as a group activity, individually or in pairs.

Working as a group

Continue the discussion on sports personalities and focus on any speci� c 

sporting event taking place at or around the time. If possible show any 

relevant pictures, posters (or TV and video clips if available) to the group 

before going on to select a particular sportsperson or team for them to study. By guiding 

the discussion, try to elicit ideas from the children as to what details they think they need 

to � nd out. Aim to identify a minimum of � ve or six questions. This number may be 

� exible, but ideally have enough questions so that each child has at least one particular 

question on which to focus.

It is likely that the children might already know some of the basic details about the 

chosen sportsperson (for example, what sport they play/what team or country they play 

for) or team (for example, what colour kit they wear/what league or division they are 

in) so try to set some slightly more challenging questions. It obviously depends what 

particular sport is involved but questions may include:

For a sportsperson:

 y  Personal information such as their age/where they were born/what position 

they play.

 y  Find out some details about how long they have been playing their sport and 

what training is involved. Have they played for any other teams? Or played any 

other sports?

 y  Can you find out when they last played or took part in their sport? Did they score? 

Did they win any medals?

ThinkingSkills_Special Needs.indd   14
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What to do
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Tell the children they are going to collect the information 
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Working as a group
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Continue the discussion on sports personalities and focus on any speci� c 

sporting event taking place at or around the time. If possible show any 

sporting event taking place at or around the time. If possible show any 

relevant pictures, posters (or TV and video clips if available) to the group 

relevant pictures, posters (or TV and video clips if available) to the group 

before going on to select a particular sportsperson or team for them to study. By guiding 

the discussion, try to elicit ideas from the children as to what details they think they need 

to � nd out. Aim to identify a minimum of � ve or six questions. This number may be 

� exible, but ideally have enough questions so that each child has at least one particular 

question on which to focus.

It is likely that the children might already know some of the basic details about the 

chosen sportsperson (for example, what sport they play/what team or country they play 

for) or team (for example, what colour kit they wear/what league or division they are 

in) so try to set some slightly more challenging questions. It obviously depends what 

particular sport is involved but questions may include:

For a sportsperson:

y  Personal information such as their age/where they were born/what position 

they play.

y  Find out some details about how long they have been playing their sport and 

what training is involved. Have they played for any other teams? Or played any 

other sports?

y  Can you find out when they last played or took part in their sport? Did they score? 

Did they win any medals?
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Sporting superstars For a team:

 y  Has the team won any trophies? y  Which team did they last play against or when was the last 

major event they took part in? Where was it? What was the 

score? How many medals were won? y  When and where is their next match/event?  y  What position are they in the league table (football, etc)? How 

many medals did they win at the last event (Olympic athletes)?
With guidance, the children collect the required pieces of 

information and pool their � ndings. They should each be given 

the opportunity to access any available CDs and the Internet as 

well as using relevant pre-selected books, magazines and other 

resources. Where appropriate you should model using indexes 

and contents pages. The details are then written (either by you 

or by individual children with support) onto a whiteboard or 

large � ipchart or typed on to a Word document on a computer.
Finally guide a discussion about how the information has helped 

everyone to learn more about the subject and which were the 

most useful resources.
Working individually/in pairs

Following the demonstration of the process in 
the group, individuals can either choose their 
own sportsperson or team or select a card from 
several on which you have previously written 
the names of suitable people or teams. Following 

the initial discussion the children should 
either use the original � ve or six questions or 

be supported in identifying a number of 
di� erent questions they need to answer. If 
possible make available relevant pictures 
or photographs that can be cut out or 
downloaded and added to individual 
reports. Some children will need more 

guidance than others.If the children are to work in pairs, extra 
care should be taken in selecting partners to 
work together, based on your knowledge of 
individual di�  culties and characteristics.

SEN Focus 
Try to � nd out beforehand if individuals have an interest in a 

particular sport or sportsperson. Children who generally � nd 

it di�  cult to sustain attention are more able to focus on an 

activity which is of special interest to them. Make sure you 

use a variety of visual and interactive resources to appeal to a 

range of learning styles and be available to assist with reading 

where necessary.

For children who have di�  culty in organising tasks and 

activities, this task provides support and practice in making 

decisions regarding what information is required. For those 

with handwriting di�  culties, the use of either a pre-designed 

sheet with spaces for the answers, a bullet-pointed list or an 

oral report will cut down on the amount of writing required. 

A sheet designed as a Word document on the computer o� ers 

an alternative approach.

Extension activities/further ideas
 y  If individual reports or lists have 

been compiled, these could be shared with the rest of the group 
and later put together to make a 
booklet. 

 y  The same approach could be used with other topics – possibly 
linking in with other curricular areas, for example creative writing, 

history or science.
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Religious Education  
£24.00

ISBN: 978 1 907515 743

Religious Education 

An essential guide for the teacher who is a non-specialist 
in religious education or for those who are more 
experienced, but still �nd the subject hard to teach.

It gives basic, but comprehensive information of the major 
and less-known religions, while aiming to foster tolerance, 
acceptance and respect. 

The book covers the six major religions, as mentioned in 
the Education Reform Act 1988: 

46 

Religious Education : Making sense of world religions

vary according to locality and practice. The most common 

festivals are described here. For information on many of 

the other festivals, ‘Shap Festivals in World Religions’ (See 

Resources page 108) gives a comprehensive account.

The Hindu calendar is lunar with twelve months and 354 

days following the phases of the moon. Every two to three 

years an extra month is added to keep the festivals at a 

similar season. 

The twelve main festivals 

Saraswati Puja (January) – worship of Saraswati, goddess 

of learning and music.

Maha Shivaratri (February/March) The night of every new 

moon is associated with the god Shiva. This festival on the 

full moon is special and is called Great Shiva’s Night when 

devotions to Shiva as Nataraja in his role performing the 

cosmic dance of creation, preservation and destruction, are 

carried out. It is Shiva’s birthday and women, in particular, 

will fast and offer gifts to the lingam in the hope that he will 

bless them with good husbands.

Holi (February/March) This Spring festival celebrates the 

mischievous Krishna as a child playing tricks on family and 

friends and sporting with the gopis (cow-herd girls). Everyone 

wears old clothes and throws coloured water and paints at 

each other. Bon� res are another feature of the festival and 

coconuts and grains are offered at Krishna’s shrine.

Rama Navami (March/April) The name of the festival 

means Rama ninth and it celebrates the birth of Rama, 

hero of the Ramayana and avatar of Vishnu, at Ayodha. A 

common practice is to place a murti of the baby Rama in a 

cradle and unveil it at 12 noon, the alleged time of his birth. 

Worshippers may take it in turns to rock the cradle. This is 

a popular festival amongst Vaishynas (followers of Vishnu).

Hanuman Jayanti (April) celebrates the birth of the 

monkey god Hanuman, friend and ally of Rama. Passages 

from the Ramayana are typically read at this festival.

Ratha-Yatra or Jagannatha (June/July) The name of this 

festival derives from the practice of mounting a murti of 

the god Krishna as Jagannatha, Lord of the Universe along 

with his sister Subhadra and brother Balaram, on enormous 

chariots, hence Ratha Yatra, or pilgrimage of chariots. The 

chariots are taken from one temple and pulled by the 

Diwali thali with deva, sweets and fruits

Making sense of world religions
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Islam
Origins and leadersIslam, as we know it today, goes back to the time of the 

Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him*) who was 

born in 570 CE and died in 632 CE. Muslims believe that he 

is the bearer of the Qur’an, the � nal revelation from God, 

the one Supreme Being whom they call by the Arabic word 

for God: Allah. 

However, Muslims would claim that their religion can be 

traced back to the time of Adam, whom they believe to be 

the � rst human being that Allah created. For this reason 

Muhammad is not referred to as the founder of Islam, but 

the seal of its Prophets.

Muhammad’s life
The Prophet Muhammad was born in Makkah. His father 

had died before he was born and his mother died when he 

was six-years-old, so he was brought up by his grandfather, 

and later by his uncle Abu Talib. The religious life of Makkah 

at this time centred on the Ka’bah, a black stone built into 

a brick cube which, according to tradition, was built by 

Ibrahim (Abraham) and his son Isma’il, on the site where 

Adam and Eve � rst worshipped. The Quraysh tribe was 

one of the of the main tribes living in Makkah and made a 

lucrative living out of the pilgrims who visited the Ka’bah 

which at that time was used to store idols.Makkah was also a wealthy trading centre and as a young 

man, Muhammad worked on the camel trains which 
travelled from his home across the desert trading their 

goods. His employer was a wealthy widow called Khadijah, 

who was known and respected for her piety and honesty, 

and Muhammad himself was known as ‘the truthful and the 

trustworthy’. Although � fteen years his senior Khadijah 

married Muhammad when he was twenty-� ve and she forty 

and they had seven children, though three of them were to 

die in infancy.

Travelling as he did, Muhammad would have come into 

contact with people from other religions, especially Jews 

and Christians, and it is possible that he learnt much from 

them.  

At the age of 40, Muhammad used to retreat into the 
mountains, speci� cally to Mount Hira, where he would 

spend time in meditation. It was on one of these occasions 

that he � rst received a visit from Allah’s messenger, the 

Angel Jibril (Gabriel). 
The angel commanded him to ‘Recite’. The message he was 

then given was to become the � rst of a series of revelations 

sent down to Muhammad by Allah that were to become 

the Muslim Holy Book, the Qur’an, which means ‘The 

Recitation’. That � rst revelation can be found in Surah 96 ‘Al 

Alaq’ (The clot): Recite in the name of your Lord. Muhammad is described as ‘without book learning’ and 

did not write the words himself but entrusted the work 

to scribes. Throughout this time he was supported by his 

wife, Khadijah, who became one of his � rst followers, along 

with a close friend Abu Bakr, and his cousin and son-in-law, 

Ali. The words that were revealed to Muhammad form the 

basis for the Muslim faith. For several years Muhammad 

kept quiet about these revelations, but eventually 
Muhammad felt that Allah was commanding him to share 

the revelations.

A fundamental teaching of Islam is belief that there is 
only One God, who has no associates. As the popularity 

of Muhammad’s message grew and more people began 

to follow his teachings, unrest began to foment amongst 

the in� uential Quraysh tribe which saw their livelihoods 

jeopardised. They began to persecute and torture 
Muhammad’s followers. When both his wife and uncle Abu 

Silhouette of Nabawi mosque minarets, Madinah 

*Muslims show respect to Muhammad by saying this phrase every time 

his name is spoken.

n Buddhism

n Christianity

n Hinduism

n Islam

n Judaism

n Sikhism.

Emotional Literacy
A must-have for every teacher who wants to develop the 
emotional competence of the children in their class. 

This resource contains 45 lessons – more than enough 
for one lesson per week. Each lesson contains detailed 
teachers’ notes, warm-up games and activities, 
questions to ask and ideas about what to expect. 

Emotional Literacy  
£25.00

ISBN: 978-1-90539-028-1
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Un, deux, trois! 

These exciting French and Spanish resources aim 
to develop learners’ con�dence and pro�ciency in the 
foreign language. 

They provide teachers with practical and clear lessons 
that include popular themes for each country, teaching 
points and key vocabulary.

Un, deux, trois! and ¡Uno, dos, tres! suggest practical 
ways to make French and Spanish oracy and literacy 
skills accessible and achievable, providing a wealth of 
interactive songs, games, conversations and stories to 
encourage communication at all ability levels.

They broaden children’s horizons by offering bite-size 
chunks of factual information about the country, people, 
culture and lifestyle.

Upper Juniors   26.99
ISBN: 978-1-90539-081-6

Lower Juniors   26.99 
ISBN: 978-1-90539-072-4

Un, deux, trois! 
11

Photocopiable 13A

on ppétit!
adjectives adjectives conjunctions

bon mauvais et
bonne mauvaise mais
bons mauvaises

bonnes

Part 1

For sentences labelled a, � ll the gap with the correct food noun.
For sentences labelled b, choose the adjective to agree with the noun. 

1 a J’aime une – ________________________
 b Elle est... pour la santé.

2 a J’aime le – __________________
 b Il est... pour la santé.

3 a J’aime le – ___________________ 
 b Il est... pour la santé.

4 a Je n’aime pas le –____________________________ b Il est... pour la santé.

5 a J’aime les – _____________________
 b Ils sont... pour la santé.

6 a Je n’aime pas les – _______________________ 
 b Elles sont... pour la santé.

Part 2
Make one sentence from each pair of sentences, using the conjunction et or mais.

6 a Je n’aime pas les – _______________________6 a Je n’aime pas les – _______________________6 a Je n’aime pas les – _______________________

4 a Je n’aime pas le –____________________________

n e  T is ppe _ .indd   11
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Un, deux, trois!

Unit theme
 Getting to school 

Teaching points
 Describing a journey to school

 Local places

 Simple directions

 Telling the time on the half-hour

 The alphabet

Grammar
 Using il y a  

 Using adverbial time phrases 

Language sounds
Matching letter strings to sounds

Vocabulary
Quand je vais à l’école...  When I go to school…

Je passe devant...  I pass in front of…

cinq minutes plus tard  �ve minutes later

�nalement  �nally

Unit 15 - En route pour l’école 
(On the way to school) 

vrai  
true

faux 
false

Il est une heure et demie, It is half past one, half past

deux heures et demie, etc two, etc

Je vais à l’ecole à huit  I go to school at half 

heures et demie, etc  past eight, etc

à droite  (to/on the) right

à gauche  (to/on the) left

tout droit  straight ahead

Je ne comprends pas  I don’t understand

Répétez s’il vous plaît  Repeat, please

un magasin  a shop

un café  a café

un musée  a museum

une poste  a post of�ce

une rivière  a river

une gare  a train station

une église  a church

Additional language  

for teachers
Numéro... c’est quelle lettre?  Number... which 

 
letter is it?

la case  the square (in a grid)

A quelle heure vas-tu à l’école?  What time do you go 

 
to school?

Je traverse  I cross

après ça  after that

le passage pour piétons  the pedestrian crossing

Lesson 1 C’est quelle 

lettre? (Which letter is it?)

Resources
One copy of photocopiable 15A; a beanbag or soft ball 

 Write the alphabet on the whiteboard and, using 

photocopiable 15A, Part 1 as your pronunciation 

guide, say the letters in French, the children 

repeating them after you. 

 Arrange the whiteboard letters into the Alphabet 

rap! shown on the photocopiable. Sing the rap with 

the children, emphasising rhymes. 

 Divide the class into groups, assigning each a 

section of the Alphabet rap! When possible, match 

the number of letters and group members, but some 

children may have to share a letter.

 Let group members work out who will sing or chant 

what. Will they have individual singers or chant 

letters together?

 Hold a class performance of the Alphabet rap! With 

every group singing on cue. 

 Check attendance �gures by playing Number Ping-

pong. With everyone standing, point to someone to 

start counting: they say un and point to someone to 

carry on. After saying a number and ‘batting’ it to a 

successor, children can sit down. Play again, starting 

with someone else to make sure your attendance 

record is accurate.

n e  T is ppe _ .indd   20
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Get young language learners  
off to a con�dent start!

SAVE £5.40 
WHEN YOU BUY 

A FULL SET 
PAY ONLY £48.58 

(USE CODE UDT2)
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Lower Juniors   26.99
ISBN: 978-1-90986-026-1

Upper Juniors   26.99 
ISBN: 978-1-90986-027-8
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Available for KS2 Lower and Upper Juniors, each book 
includes 48 fully-planned lessons.

Themes for Lower Juniors include: Myself, Storytelling, 
Games we play, Celebrations, Sport, Keeping �t, Animals, 
Shops, Toys.

Themes for Upper Juniors cover: The world, Enjoying 
food, School journeys, The seasons, The planets, 
Looking at paintings, Towns – now and in the past, 
Theme parks, Setting up a café, Responding to music, 
Accessing the news.

Ideal to both develop linguistic competence and expand 
cultural awareness.

20  

Uno, dos, tres!
!

Additional vocabulary  for teachers
Responded/Responde con un gesto

Respond (plural/singular) with an actionCoged/Coge una carta Take (plural/singular) a card¿(Tú) nadas bien? Are you good at 
swimming?¿Qué te gustaría 

hacer? What would you like to do?
los meses del año the months of the year¿Cuándo es tu 
cumpleaños?

When is your birthday?
Vamos a jugar al bingo We’re going to play BingoVamos a escribir una invitación para la �esta

We’re going to write a party invitation¡Ven a mi �esta! Come to my party!el nombre namela fecha
date¡Saltad/Salta! Jump! (plural/singular)¡Saltad/Salta a la 

cuerda!
Skip! (plural/singular) (with a skipping rope)¡Tirad/Tira la pelota! Throw the ball! (plural/singular)¡Coged/Coge la pelota! Catch the ball! (plural/singular)¡Corred/Corre! Run! (plural/singular)una carrera a raceun salto

a jump

Lesson 1 ¡Muy bien! (Very well!)
Resources: 
Juan, the puppet; pictures to �t these activities: swimming, reading, singing, dancing, football
 Display a swimming scene, point to yourself, and boast Nado bien.

 Make positive claims for the other pictures, sometimes using Yo for emphasis and sometimes omitting it. For example: Canto bien; Yo leo bien; Yo bailo bien; Juego bien al fútbol.
 Remove the pictures and ask the class to mime. If they mime the correct action when you say a sentence, give a thumbs-up and praise with ¡Bravo! or ¡Fenomenal! 

 Play Read my Lips, mouthing one of the verbs for the 
children to say aloud.

 Bring out the puppet, Juan. Ask him ¿(Tú) nadas bien? When he answers (via you) Sí, nado bien, ask the children to mime. 

 Question Juan about other activities: ¿Cantas bien? or ¿Tú juegas bien al fútbol? (Sí, canto bien. Sí, juego bien al fútbol.)

 Ask individual children ¿Nadas bien? From a simple Sí answer, progress to Sí, nado bien or Sí, nado muy bien. Do this with the other verbs. Use partner talk to ensure everyone says a sentence.
 Introduce a negative answer to ¿(Tú) nadas bien? From No progress to No, no en absoluto (No, not at all.)Follow-up

Talk about the letter d’s sound in nado. Explain that here 
it sounds like the English ‘th’ in ‘although’. Contrast this 
with the hard d sound in dos, diez and doce.

Lesson 2 ¡Feliz cumpleaños! (Happy birthday!)
Resources: 
Juan, the puppet, from Unit 1; picture or model of a birthday cake; numbers 1-12 on the whiteboard to represent the 12 months

 Produce the birthday cake. Stick a candle on top and 
say ¡Feliz cumpleaños!

 Teach the children a simple birthday song, Cumpleaños feliz, to the tune of ‘Happy Birthday to You’.

 ❍  Cumpleaños feliz (A happy birthday)
 ❍ Cumpleaños feliz (A happy birthday)
 ❍ Te deseamos todos (We all wish you)
 ❍ Cumpleaños feliz. (A happy birthday)

 Point to the numbered months represented on the whiteboard, saying their Spanish names. Reveal when your birthday is: Mi cumpleaños es en…
 Ask the children to stand up and say Yo, when you ask about their birthday month with, for example, ¿Quién es en enero? Divide the children into birthday month groups.

 Let the groups rehearse saying their months, before holding a performance: in order, each group must stand and say their month name. 
 Progress to group performances of a complete sentence: Mi cumpleaños es en….
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Photocopiable
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 4A

Las partes del cuerpo

Choose the correct words for the labels.

el pelo    los ojos    las orejas    la nariz    la cabeza    la boca 

Remind yourself of this song. Sing it with a friend and do the actions.

Cabeza, hombros, rodillas y dos pies, 

Rodillas y dos pies. 

Cabeza, hombros, rodillas y dos pies, 

Rodillas y dos pies.

Y ojos, orejas, boca y una nariz 

Cabeza, hombros, rodillas y dos pies, 

Rodillas y dos pies.

Use the song to help you draw a jumping doll. 

Label eight body parts on the doll, remembering to use  

el, la, los or las. 
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SAVE £5.40 
WHEN YOU BUY 

A FULL SET 
PAY ONLY £48.58 

(USE CODE UDT3)


Matched to the National 
Curriculum for Foreign 

Languages.
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Ages 6-7           £21.00
ISBN: 978-1-909860-03-2

Ages 7-9           £21.00
ISBN: 978-1-90933-365-9

Ages 5-6           £21.00
ISBN: 978-1-909860-04-9

Ages 9-11           £21.00
ISBN: 978-1-90933-364-2

Using Stories to Teach... 
Science

A selection of specially-written stories and supporting 
lesson plans to help create exciting and interesting 
science teaching sessions.

The stories, all beautifully illustrated, link broadly across 
the curriculum and include background information for 
the teacher, resource sheets, planning tools and ideas for 
differentiation. 

The pieces have been tried and tested in schools and the 
children thoroughly enjoyed them. 

Each story is supported by differentiated lesson plans 
and original resources, such as card games and 
suggestions for kinaestethic activities.

excessive amount of calories, such as ice cream,
cheesecake, crisps, burgers and mayonnaise.
Some fat can be useful in the diet to provide
energy for long-term activities (provided they are
being done!) and insulation – as the cheese
argues in the story. However, the children will get
more than sufficient fat from eating some dairy
products, margarine, meat and fish. There are
only two essential fatty acids and these are only
needed in tiny amounts (found in fish oil and
some vegetables).

� Also, you could bring in various foods or pictures of
various foods and ask the children to separate them
into the different groups.

� Ask the children if they know how many normal
servings of each type of food it is best to eat each
day. It should be around:
A. Healthy energy foods: 2–3 servings
B. Fruit and vegetables: 5 servings (ask the children

to watch out for the foods that are displaying the
‘five a day’ symbol)

C. Meat, fish and beans: 2 servings
D.Dairy products/margarine: 2–3 servings
E. Fatty/sugary foods: a small amount! 1 serving at

the most!

Individual, paired or group work
� Write the above information on the board and then

tell the children that you are going to give them
recording sheets to complete to display this
information. For example, they have to choose two
or three carbohydrates from the list they have made
and then draw or list them on the table on the
worksheet.

� Record sheet 1, for lower achievers, asks the
children to complete the chart by drawing the
appropriate number of particular types of food to
make a healthy diet.

� Record sheet 2, for average achievers, asks the
children to just write the names of an appropriate
number of particular types of food to make a
healthy diet.

� Record sheet 3, for higher achievers, requires the
children to first write the names of the different
types of food on the base of the table then
complete the chart to show a healthy diet.

Plenary
� Review the work the children have done. Ask them

if they can remember the names of the different
types of food. Ask them if they can think of other
measures we need to take to help us remain
healthy, particularly drinking enough water and
having enough exercise. As it is also a part of this
unit you could discuss how it is important to use
properly the medicines we are given by medical
practitioners if we become ill. 

Extension activities
� Provide the children with an A5 sheet of paper and

ask them to draw foods from one of the food
groups for a class diagram/display.

� The class could also produce a ‘food pyramid’. One
example can be found at www.caloriecounter.co.
uk/diet_nutrition. 

� For homework you could ask the children to prepare
a menu for a healthy meal/a day’s meals.

Using stories to teach Science Ages 6–7 6

Ourselves

This is because
a balanced diet

keeps us
healthy.

This is because
a balanced diet

keeps us
healthy.

I’m looking for
you to be able
to say what a

balanced diet is
made up of.

  c e ce 6-7 te t :Year 2 la out  21/8/08  13:30  Page 6

The foods in the Frier family’s fridge were
having a debate about which of them were
best at keeping the Friers healthy.

‘Well…’ began one of the grapes.

‘I must be one of the most important foods,’
began the pasta, interrupting, ‘because I
give people lots of energy to do things, like
the potatoes in the salad and the bread and
rice in the cupboard. If people didn’t get
energy from food like me, they wouldn’t be
able to do anything!’

‘Actually…’ began another of the grapes.

‘No, no, no!’ interrupted the pork chops. ‘We and the chicken legs must be
the best foods because we help people grow and stay healthy.’

‘Excuse me…’ began another grape.

‘Hey! Hang on a minute!’ interrupted
the red kidney beans in the
vegetarian chilli. Our friends the
chickpeas in the hummus and the
baked beans in the cupboard help
people grow and stay healthy too!’

‘YEAH!’ agreed the chickpeas in the
hummus. ‘And as David and Mary
are vegetarian, you pork chops and
chicken legs are only good for Paula
and Ashley.’

‘As it happens…’ began yet another
grape.

Using stories to teach Science 7

Fridge fight

  c e ce 6-7 te t :Year 2 la out  21/8/08  13:30  Page 7

SAVE £8.40 WHEN YOU BUY THE FULL SET  
PAY ONLY £75.60 (USE CODE USSC4)

Includes original fully illustrated  
stories and poems.
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Using Stories to Teach... 
Maths

Make the teaching of Maths a more exciting and cross-
curricular experience with these illustrated stories, 
supported by lesson plans, worksheets and card games.

The stories use real-life or imaginary situations to put 
Maths into context making it engaging and fun to learn.  
A great way to stimulate even the most reluctant learner! 

Each book includes:

n 9 original and fully illustrated stories

n Lesson plans accompanied by worksheets

n Ideas for differentiation.

Each book includes a CD with additional resources,  
such as:

n Ages 4-7 – Day of Numbers

n Ages 7-9 – History of Numbers

n Ages 9-11 – High Achievers Supplement.

SAVE £6.30 
WHEN YOU BUY 

THE FULL SET 
PAY ONLY £56.70  

(USE CODE USM3)


Ages 7-9           £21.00
ISBN: 978-1-90986-001-8

Ages 9-11            £21.00
ISBN: 978-1-90986-000-1

Ages 4-7            £21.00
ISBN: 978-1-90986-002-5
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Year 4          £26.99
ISBN: 978-1-909-860-06-3

Year 5           £26.99
ISBN: 978-1-909-860-07-0

Year 3          £26.99
ISBN: 978-1-909-860-05-6

Year 6          £26.99
ISBN: 978-1-909-860-08-7

Cosmic Maths

Cosmic Maths is a series that has been created by 
teachers to promote and encourage core mathematical 
knowledge and skills.

It includes four books, each with a CD that contains 
differentiated activities for support and challenge.

Each book covers the Key Objectives set out in the new 
National Curriculum for each Year group and focuses 
on providing valuable practice in Number, Fractions and 
Statistics. It also concentrates on the use and practical 
application of the four operations: adding, subtracting, 
multiplying and dividing.

Each lesson plan helps teachers to de�ne key vocabulary 
and mathematical terms and introduces a guided activity 
that supports learners as they explore numbers through a 
range of exercises.

This is then followed up with an independent activity that 
allows learners to practice what they have learnt. 

Answers to activities are given in each book.

SAVE £10.80 WHEN YOU BUY THE FULL SET  
PAY ONLY £97.16 (USE CODE COS4)
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Problem Solving

This exciting series provides stimulating and problem-
solving activities that are fun to do, as well as 
comprehensive guidance and support in an area of 
mathematics that many teachers �nd dif�cult to plan for. 

Each lesson combines the teaching objectives from the 
‘Solving problems’ section of the Framework for Teaching 
Mathematics with objectives from the general sections. 

SAVE £6.30 WHEN YOU BUY THE FULL SET  
PAY ONLY £56.70 (USE CODE PROB3)

Year 3-4          £21.00
ISBN: 978-1-90430-718-1

Year 5-6          £21.00
ISBN: 978-1-90430-719-8

Year 1-2          £21.00
ISBN: 978-1-90223-999-6

M
at

hs

Develop core mathematical  
skills and knowledge.
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